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Editor’s Note:

Some Relativ ist ic Cosmological Models

by Ronald Kantowski, B. S. in Physics, Aust in, Texas, July 1966. [Cur-

rent address: Department of Physics, University of Oklahoma, Norman,

Oklahoma, USA.]

This paper is unique in at least one aspect: it has made some impact on

research in relat ivity even though it has not been published. It was cir-

culated as a preprint , and citations of it had been spotted by this Editor

long before he had a chance to read it. We publish it now as a historical

document , and in order to make it possible for other researchers in relat iv-

ity to look it up. Most of the material of this paper has already diŒused

into literature in one way or another,1 but the original presentat ion can

st ill be a useful source.

Ð Andrzej Krasi Ânski, Associate Editor

B r ie f b iograp h y

I was born 18 December 1939 in Shreveport , Louisiana (USA). I en-

rolled in physics at the University of Texas (UT) Austin in 1958 intending

to study electronics but found that mathemat ical physics was my real

calling. After graduat ing in 1962 I worked for a short period at the UT

Medical School in Galveston TX, helping to establish a computer center

for medical research. In 1963 I returned to Austin for graduat e study at

UT with R. K. Sachs. After receiving my Ph.D. in May 1966 I stayed

1 A very brief account of som e of the results was published in the now-classic pap er by

R. Kant owski and R. K. Sachs, J. Math. Phys . 7 , 443 (1966)
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on at UT for an addit ional year as a Visit ing Assistant Professor and be-

gan work on optics in gravitat ional ® elds. The following year I joined the

relat ivity group at Dallas and worked on optics in locally inhomogeneous

Swiss cheese cosmologies, producing Ref. 1. Because of the prospect of

measuring q0 by using type Ia supernovae as standard candles, this old

work is of current relevance.

In 1968 I left Dallas to take a permanent posit ion at the University

of Oklahoma where I continue to teach and do research. In the 70’ s, I

along with several coauthors, developed the theory of transparent gravita-

tional lenses. This theory was completed some four years before mult iply

imaged quasars were detected. There were only four papers writ ten in all,

of which the two most frequent ly cited are Refs. 2 and 3. The theory

developed in these four papers forms the core of much of the gravit ational

lens applicat ions made today. In the 80’ s I started to work on quantum

® eld theory projects such as the evaluat ion of Casimir energies for ® elds

de® ned on Kaluza-Klein spaces. The quantum work evolved into a series

of applicat ions of the highly geometric eŒective action theory of Vilkovisky

and DeWitt.

Ð R. Kantowski
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